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Do Not Remove Lid, Do Not Stir 
Perfecting the Recipe for  Teen Parenting 

 

by Audrey Kalman 

 

I was a daughter for forty-five years, but somehow what I learned during those years 

failed to prepare me adequately for my inverse role as a parent. Maybe it’s because I was 

an only child and have sons, and, as my mother once observed with an exasperated sigh, 

“Two little boys are really different from one little girl.” 

I’ve been a parent for eighteen years. As soon as my first son was born, I discovered 

a previously dormant appetite for information about parenting. Modern-day parents 

have grown accustomed to studying up on what we think we don’t know and consulting 

experts for information we feel we don’t possess. Like an eager, inexperienced cook, I 

read, Googled, and read some more. 

Recipes for parenting abound. I rejected the idea of cry-it-out. I was drawn to 

approaches like attachment parenting and natural consequences. What I didn’t realize is 

that just about any philosophy will work when the object of said philosophy is a small, 

roly-poly giggling ball of love. The giggling ball of love remains cute even when it stamps 

its foot and declares independence by shouting “no!” Whether or  not the giggling ball of 

love goes to bed early or late, cleans its plate at every meal, or dresses itself in 

mismatched socks has little to do with its ultimate well-being. It’s like cooking with 

fresh-from-the-garden produce: you don’t really need a recipe, just a plate and a few 

judicious seasonings.  

As the roly-poly giggling ball of love elongates into a school-aged child, more joys 

unfold. You can conduct an entire conversation with your child. His interests and talents 

amaze you. Then, seemingly overnight, the sweet boy’s voice deepens. Hugs become 
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awkward entanglements requiring you to reach skyward. And your parenting 

philosophy—whichever one you chose—crumbles.  

I remember the precise moment this occurred for me. It was summer vacation and 

both boys (one a full-blown teenager and one on the cusp) were home. My husband was 

out of town. We had just consumed another dinner in complete silence and I had been 

left like an abandoned bride at the kitchen table as the boys disappeared into their rooms 

without so much as a “Thank you.” 

Where had I gone wrong? 

A bit of research and reading revealed I had not gone as wrong as I thought. 

Although I believe parents come equipped with far more intuitive knowledge than they 

give themselves credit for, two “experts” helped immeasurably as I navigated the choppy 

waters of my children’s adolescence: Dr. Michael Bradley, author of Yes, Your Teen is 

Crazy, and Dr. Madeline Levine.  

In her book  Teach Your Children Well, Dr. Levine, introduces the idea that 

teenagers could be “cooking” behind the closed doors of their rooms. Though it seems 

from the other side of the door that a lot of nothing is going on, actually teens are 

working out some of the deepest challenges of adolescence—and the worst thing we can 

do as parents is insert ourselves into the process.  

Levine’s description spurred me to develop a new recipe for the teenage years. As 

with those delicate dishes in which the flavors must meld for hours undisturbed, the 

cooking teenager must not be stirred. You must not give in to the temptation to lift the 

lid and whisk. In practical terms, this means when you are told not to inquire about the 

state of homework, girlfriends, or college applications, you zip your lips. When the 

child—I mean the lanky, growling, string-bean of obstreperousness—stalks through the 

house and disappears into his boy-cave without uttering a word, you resist the 

temptation to follow him.  
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And yet you must tend your dish with love. You must stay close. You must adjust the 

heat lest the pot boil over. You must sniff the steam and be ready to add a bit more salt, a 

tad more cumin, at just the right moment. But all this must be accomplished without the 

dish ever knowing. The dish must believe it has chopped itself up, assembled itself in the 

pot, and turned the heat to the right temperature all on its own.  

With parenting, there are few sins of omission. Better to do nothing at all than to get 

in the way of some mysterious process better left to develop on its own. I don’t know yet 

whether my brand of non-interference will pay off, but I’ve put down my spoon and 

stepped away from the stove. I’ll be monitoring progress from my seat in the living room. 

 

 

 

 

- END - 


